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**Title word cross-reference**

3 × 3 [Dow20].  
\[ b^2 = \frac{1}{2} (3 + \sqrt{5}) ac \] [McL20].  
\[ \pi \] [Sao20].  
\[ \sqrt{2} \] [MGC20].  
\[ x^y = y^x \] [BG20].  
\[ y = E(x) \] [BG20].

2017 [Lev20a].  
2018 [Lev20b].  
2020 [Ano20c, Ano20d].  
2nd [Lor20a, Mac20].

978-0-19882-122-9 [Hun20c].  
978-0-19883-160-0 [Bay20b].  
978-0-691-17863-9 [Lev20a].  
978-0-691-18276-6 [Lev20b].  
978-0-691-18277-3 [Hoa20].  
978-1-10717-314-9 [Yeo20].  
978-1-108-43679-3 [Lor20a].  
978-1-108-44102-5 [Hun20a].  
978-1-10842-579-7 [Hun20b].  
978-1-42142-407-1 [Jac20].  
978-1-90600-133-9 [Hal20a].  
978-1-91161-600-9 [Hal20b].  
978-3-319-70631-3 [Rou20b].  
978-3-319-74747-7 [Mac20].


keeps [Vig20]. Kernighan [Hoa20]. Kirkman [Sil20].


Ramanujan [Gad20]. range [Sco20]. rational [Now20]. Ratios [Dol20a]. Reasoning [Ask20]. Received [Ano20a]. related [Les20]. relative [Abe20]. Review [Bay20b, Bay20a, Gri20, Hal20b, Hal20a, Haw20, Hoa20, Hun20a, Hun20b, Hun20c, Jac20, Lev20a, Lev20b, Lor20a, Mac20, Rou20a, Rou20b, Sch20, Yeo20]. Rindler [Sch20]. room [Hal20b].


UK [Hal20a]. Understanding [Jac20]. Unifying [Kon20]. University [Bay20b, Hoa20, Hun20a, Hun20b, Hun20c, Jac20, Lev20a, Lev20b, Lor20a, Yeo20]. using [SE20].
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V [Jac20]. variations [Sch20]. velocity [SS20]. Verlag [Mac20, Rou20a, Rou20b, Sch20]. very [Nic20a]. Viète [Ste20b]. volume [Ano20f, Ano20e, Ano20h, Ano20g].


zero [Pla20a]. zero-over-zero [Pla20a]. zeros [Kob20]. zillions [Hoa20].
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Hoare:2020:BRM


Hamzic:2020:TPG


Humenberger:2020:FTG


Hunacek:2020:BRF


Hunacek:2020:BRS
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[Lord:2020:PCa]

[Lord:2020:PCb]

[Lukarevski:2020:IAE]

[Lukarevski:2020:CTF]

[MacGregor:2020:BRA]
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Northshield:2020:TC


Nowicki:2020:SFE


Ortega:2020:API


Plaza:2020:MZZ


Plaza:2020:PWM
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of-variations-by-filip-rindler-pp-444-3999-paper-isbn-97833197776361-

Scott:2020:HRT


Sadek:2020:PFN


Shiu:2020:TST


Siems:2020:MCM


Silvester:2020:DPK


Skurnick:2020:MCM
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